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It is the same for architecture as for all the arts: 
its principles are founded on simple nature, and 
in nature’s processes its rules are clearly drawn. 

Such is the course of simple nature; it is to the 
imitation of its processes that art owes its birth 
…. It is by keeping close to the simplicity of this 
first model that faults are avoided and 
perfection achieved 

Laugier





Nature is the model of all the arts. 
Nature has not made the cabin, but 
Nature has directed man in his 
formation. 

Quatremere de Quincy





I am come in very truth leading you to 
Nature with all her children to bind her to 
your service and make her your slave…to 
have the power to conquer and subdue, to 
shake her to her foundations. 

Francis Bacon: The Masculine Birth of Time: 1603





As far as non-humans are concerned, we 
have no direct duties. They are there 
merely as the means to an end.  
The end is man. 

Immanuel Kant: Lecture on Ethics. 





Man above nature is 
fundamentally linked to the 
idea of modern Architecture..

Elke Krasny: ‘Architecture’ in 
Connectedness: An Incomplete 
Encyclopedia of the Anthropocene
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Only once we 
imagined the 
world as dead, 
could we 
dedicate 
ourselves to 
making it so.

Ben Ehrenreich: 
Desert Notebooks





Capital comes dripping from head to foot, from 
every pore, with blood and dirt. 
•

Karl Marx: Capital





Karl Marx: Grundrisse

All labour, all production, is appropriation of 
nature on the part of an individual within and 
through a specific form of society.





The capitalist-colonial regime 
transformed land into 
commodity, and nature into a 
resource to be extracted 
from.

Elke Krasny: ‘Architecture’ in 
Connectedness: An Incomplete 
Encyclopedia of the Anthropocene





Postmodernity is what you have when the 
modernisation process is complete and 
nature is gone for good.

Fredric Jameson





The very cultivation of our powers has left us 
exposed to a nature that refuses to be tamed and 
is increasingly unsympathetic to our interests. 

Clive Hamilton: Defiant Earth





Continue to contaminate your bed, 
and you will one night suffocate in 
your own waste.

1855 letter from Duwamish chief Seattle 
to President Franklin Pierce
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WHAT CAN ARCHITECTURE 
DO FOR THE  
CLIMATE EMERGENCY?



WHAT DOES  
CLIMATE BREAKDOWN DO TO 
ARCHITECTURE?



causes  
not  

symptoms
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polluting sewage
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governmental agencies

IMF/ world bank
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the amnesia of formalism

unequal exposure to climate risks and pollution

climate culture wars
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monopolised control
of means of production

precarious workers
exploitative appropriation and 

aestheticisation of others

abstracted economic relations

carbon footprints 
of the 1%

non-planetary economics

commodification of space

centralised and risk-averse 
architectural procurement
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construction    as indicator of growth

architectural spectacle 
as economic lever

enforced economic
dependency
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limited prescriptions

siloed problem-solving
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LEED
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‘viability’ assessment

architect as servant of regime

non-relational policies

global
capital
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construction industry lobbying
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building 
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the super practice
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land rights
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air conditioning

shopping malls
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corruption
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carbon-capture

modern slavery

eco-modernism

unbounded utopian fantasies automisation

exploitative internships

highways and airports
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starchitect

wasteful construction methods

inaccessibilty of data

appropriating LO-TEK* knowledges

low-wages

lack of worker protection

architect as artist not worker

out-sourcing

undervaluing situated knowledge

quelling imagination

suppression of craft

silencing the past

the Neoliberal University

RIBA

*lesser known local technologies (Lo), 
traditional ecologial knowledge (TEK)
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greenhouse gas
emissions depletion of 
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ways of thinking and being

urban sprawl

inaccessibility of data
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computational parametricism

platform capitalism

instrumentalising for financial profit

disempowerment of 
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the cognitive 
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normative  education

foundation of 
professional academies

disciplinary silos
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solving by cold computation
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hidden subsidies
for developers
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financial profit
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buildings as piggybanks
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top-down and 
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inadequate environmental evaluation systems
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carbon intensive construction
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polluting sewage
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habitat destruction
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synthetic building materials

globalised supply chains

greenhouse gas emissions
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governmental agencies
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Cartesianism
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inaccessibilty of data
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low-wages

lack of worker protection
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out-sourcing

undervaluing situated knowledge
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suppression of craft

silencing the past

the Neoliberal University
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*lesser known local technologies (Lo), 
traditional ecologial knowledge (TEK)
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STRUCTURAL 
INEQUALITY

DISASTER 
CAPITALISM

OFF-SETTING

PREDATORY
 CAPITALISM

TOXICS
NARROW METRICS

PRIVATISATION

PLANNED 
OBSOLESCENCE

EXTRACTIVISM

OVER-CONSUMPTION

GEO-ENGINEERING

UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT

CENTRALISATION

TECHNICAL FIXES

ANTHROPOCENTRISM

DENIAL

NEWNESS

INDIVIDUAL GENIUS

GDP AS 
SOLE MEASURE

EXCEEDING 
PLANETARY BOUNDARIES

CARBON 
OFF-SHORING

EXTRACTIVE
ECONOMY

COMMODIFICATION

NEO-COLONIALISM

PETRO-CULTURES

“NET ZERO” AS COVER  GREENWASHING

CHEAP NATURES

SEGREGATION

MODERN MAN

CARBON-INTENSIVE
 PRODUCTION

SOLUTIONISM

CULTURAL
  IMPERIALISM

FORM FOLLOWS
ENERGY

BUSINESS AS USUAL

ALIENATION

IGNORING

ACCUMULATING

SEPARATING

EXPLOITING

BAND-AIDING

VIOLATING

commodified energy

speculation
species extinction

greenhouse gas
emissions depletion of 

soil variety

erasing and devaluing indigenous 
ways of thinking and being

urban sprawl

inaccessibility of data

over-represented Western Man

computational parametricism

platform capitalism

instrumentalising for financial profit

disempowerment of 
community voice

the cognitive 
empire

normative  education

foundation of 
professional academies

disciplinary silos

gate-keeping 
of knowledge

solving by cold computation

unpaid labour

hidden subsidies
for developers

instrumentalising for 
financial profit

local economy suppression

buildings as piggybanks

financialisation  of everyday life

over-production

centralised   control of economic systems

forced economic migration

disenfranchisement
top-down and 

homogenising planning

inadequate environmental evaluation systems

the well-tempered environment

obscured 
supply chains

objectifying nature

making everything 
fungible

carbon-offshoring

racist land policies

exclusionary 
planning policies

denial of historic emissions

industrialising nature

monocultures

carbon intensive construction

novel greenwashed materials

lack of access to productive land and resources

polluting sewage

displacement

disregarding rights of nature
inequality of infrastructural provision

over-claiming urban greening

habitat destruction

agribusiness

severing materials from social and climate contexts

synthetic building materials

globalised supply chains

greenhouse gas emissions

embodied energy

siloing of 
governmental agencies

IMF/ world bank

Cartesianism

the amnesia of formalism

unequal exposure to climate risks and pollution

climate culture wars

migrant labour

fetishisation of 
the architectural project

monopolised control
of means of production

precarious workers
exploitative appropriation and 

aestheticisation of others

abstracted economic relations

carbon footprints 
of the 1%

non-planetary economics

commodification of space

centralised and risk-averse 
architectural procurement

demolition

construction    as indicator of growth

architectural spectacle 
as economic lever

enforced economic
dependency

patriarchal codes

gated communities

limited prescriptions

siloed problem-solving

BREEAM
LEED

USGBC

‘viability’ assessment

architect as servant of regime

non-relational policies

global
capital

SHORT-TERMISM

construction industry lobbying

meagre 
building 
regulations

lack of  accountability

standardised construction

depletion of ecosystems

toxic land, sea, air

the super practice

suppressing indigenous 
land rights

air-purifying headphones

storm drains

sea walls

air rights

cement production

pipelines
road building

enclosure

land banking

stigmatisation of waste

restrictive zoning

static and non-relational forms of habitation

concreting land

genetic modification

reductive financialisation of land

human exceptionalism

Apocalypse Bunkers

air conditioning

shopping malls

inflexibility of building 

tight-fit functionalism

monopoly

corruption

mass-housebuilders

carbon-capture

modern slavery

eco-modernism

unbounded utopian fantasies automisation

exploitative internships

highways and airports

biennials

starchitect

wasteful construction methods

inaccessibilty of data

appropriating LO-TEK* knowledges

low-wages

lack of worker protection

architect as artist not worker

out-sourcing

undervaluing situated knowledge

quelling imagination

suppression of craft

silencing the past

the Neoliberal University

RIBA

*lesser known local technologies (Lo), 
traditional ecologial knowledge (TEK)
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commodified energy

speculation
species extinction

greenhouse gas
emissions depletion of 

soil variety

erasing and devaluing indigenous 
ways of thinking and being

urban sprawl

inaccessibility of data

over-represented Western Man

computational parametricism

platform capitalism

instrumentalising for financial profit

disempowerment of 
community voice

the cognitive 
empire

normative  education

foundation of 
professional academies

disciplinary silos

gate-keeping 
of knowledge

solving by cold computation
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hidden subsidies
for developers

instrumentalising for 
financial profit

local economy suppression
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financialisation  of everyday life

over-production

centralised   control of economic systems

forced economic migration
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top-down and 

homogenising planning
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making everything 
fungible

carbon-offshoring

racist land policies
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carbon intensive construction
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disregarding rights of nature
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over-claiming urban greening

habitat destruction

agribusiness
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synthetic building materials

globalised supply chains

greenhouse gas emissions

embodied energy

siloing of 
governmental agencies

IMF/ world bank

Cartesianism

the amnesia of formalism

unequal exposure to climate risks and pollution

climate culture wars

migrant labour
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monopolised control
of means of production

precarious workers
exploitative appropriation and 

aestheticisation of others

abstracted economic relations

carbon footprints 
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non-planetary economics
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centralised and risk-averse 
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construction    as indicator of growth
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as economic lever
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siloed problem-solving
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‘viability’ assessment
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non-relational policies

global
capital
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construction industry lobbying
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building 
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suppressing indigenous 
land rights

air-purifying headphones
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air rights
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reductive financialisation of land

human exceptionalism
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inflexibility of building 
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carbon-capture
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exploitative internships

highways and airports
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inaccessibilty of data
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lack of worker protection
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quelling imagination
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silencing the past

the Neoliberal University
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*lesser known local technologies (Lo), 
traditional ecologial knowledge (TEK)
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THE GAPS IN THE PRESENT
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WHAT CAN ARCHITECTURE 
DO FOR NATURE?
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WHAT DOES  
NATURE DO TO ARCHITECTURE?
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As far as non-humans are 
concerned, we have no direct 
duties. They are there merely 
as the means to an end.  
The end is man. 
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